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SPELD SA Phonic Books Set 9  Date ____________ 

Materials  

Teacher: SPELD SA Phonic Books Set 9 Guidelines, phonic book 

Student: worksheet, pencil and rubber, laminated sheet / mini whiteboard and dry wipe 

pen with eraser, word book  

Off to Camp 

Teacher reads the instructions aloud. 

1. Read the book to the teacher.  Use blending ‘right through the word’ strategy for unknown 

regular words.  

2. Tell the teacher what the book was about, whether you liked it or not, and why. 

3. Discuss comprehension questions (from p 3) and work on new vocabulary with the teacher. 
4. Tell the teacher 3 things about the book.  Teacher scribes (if needed). 

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________ 

5. Hearing syllables. The teacher reads the following words for the student. The student uses a 

syllable identifying strategy like chin drops to identify how many syllables are in the word. 

Write the number of syllables next to the word.  

  feeling(   )  camp(  )   problem(  )  homesickness(   )  rings(  ) 

 
6. Syllable type: Vowel team syllables.  

A vowel team syllable has a group of 2, 3 or 4 letters that work together 

to make a vowel sound. The letters can be a combination of vowel letters 

(a, e, i, o, u) or vowel letters and consonants – for example <igh> says /ie/.  

In English the vowel teams ‘ea’ and ‘ee’ can make the long /ee/ sound. Can 

you highlight both ways of making the long /ee/ sound in the words 

below? 

feeling 

east 

stream 

keep 

keen 

team 

seems 

leave 

 

Every syllable 

has a vowel sound 

When you say a 

word, every time 

you drop your 

chin you are 

saying a syllable 

Syllables are in 

types that follow 

rules 

Syllables help you 

spell and read 

long words 

Things to know 

about syllables 
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7. Fill the gap with the missing letter/s.  You can use the book to help.  Read the completed 

sentence to the teacher.  

He is not k__n to go to camp. 

Bill  t_lls  Miss Talbot  that Ja__  seems sad. 

We  will  _iss  you, t__,  repl__s  his  mum. 

F_nd  a  pal  to  _alk  and  do  things  wi__. 

8. Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and often different 

spellings, using different vowel teams for the vowel sound. 

Change the <ee> with <ea> for each word in the table below and write the new word in the empty 

box.  Highlight the new ea sound.  Draw a line matching this new word to the picture. 

 

Word Swap ee 

with ea 

New word  Match the picture 

week  weak   

heel     

beech     

tee     
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9. Choose 1 sentence from the book and read it to the teacher. Copy the sentence.  Check your 

sentences for correct spelling by ticking each correct letter-sound and correcting incorrect 

letter-sounds.  

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

____________________________________ 

10. Comprehension. Circle the correct word that best fits the sentence, using the text to help. 

Miss Talbot’s class is planning a (play/camp). 

Bill tells Miss Talbot that Jack seems (sad/angry). 

She (feeds/hugs) him and Jack attempts a grin. 

Do not lie on the (bed/ground) and sob. 

 
11. Dictation  

a. Sound and word revision sets 1-8: The teacher says each sound for the student to write on 

a laminated sheet or whiteboard (“Write the sound /ng/”). The teacher then says each word 

for the student to write (“Write the word ‘thing’). The student repeats the word, segments 

the word into sounds using fingers (th-i-ng) then writes the word.  

Sounds: /ng/, /ie/, /p/, /j/   Words: thing, lie, problem, Jack 

 

b. Revising Vowels: The teacher asks the student to write on a laminated sheet or whiteboard 

the different ways of writing the ‘ie’ sound. (“How many ways can you write the ‘ie’ sound. 

We have now learnt five ways.”) 

By set 9 students have learnt the following ways of writing the ‘ie’ sound: 

i (find), ie (lie), i-e (time), y (sky), igh (right) 

c. Sentence. Read the sentence with the teacher.  Discuss difficult or new spellings and sight 

words. For multisyllabic words, split the words into syllables. Repeat the sentence from 

memory. Write the sentence on a laminated sheet or board. Tick correct letters and make 

corrections. Check for capital letters and punctuation. 

 

“We will miss you, too,” replies his mum. 
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12. Reading Fluency (words/minute).  Read the words on the Fluency Word Chart as fast as you 

can across the rows. The teacher will time you and say ‘Stop’ 

after one minute.  If you get to the end of the list, start at 

the beginning again.  

 

I read _____ words in one minute. 

 

13. Teach how to detect the rhyming words in the top row and circle the words that rhyme. The 

student reads the 3 words in the following rows and circles the words that rhyme. 

camp camel stamp 

bad dad bed 

lies flies things 

sobs hugs bobs 

 
14. Read the words. Tell the teacher a word that rhymes with each word. Write the word. The 

teacher explains any words that rhyme but do not have the same spelling. 

miss   

rings   

feel   

15. With the teacher, find words in the text with a given sound. Read each word, write the word 

and identify the position of the sound in the word.  

Is the sound at the beginning, the end or in the middle of the word?  

ng ee ie says /ie/ 

   

   

   

Date :  /  / 

 

 ___________ wpm 
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16. Encoding Sounds - spelling practice 

Choose 5 words from the Fluency Word Chart.  

For each word: 1) Say the word aloud. 2) Count the sounds, pinching your fingers as you say 

each sound in the word. 3) Cover the word and write it on your whiteboard, making sure you 

write the correct number of sounds. 4) Uncover the word and tick each correct letter. Make 

corrections. 

17. Special words   

Read the word. Circle the letters that make up the word and then write it. 

when w  e  h  e  a  n when 

ask r  a  s  c  k ______ 

cuddle k  c   u  t  d  d   l  e ______ 

find f   v   y    i    n   t   d ______ 

active a  k  c  t  i  v  f  e ______ 

18. Insert a special word in the gap to complete the sentence. Remember to use a capital letter 

for the first letter in a sentence or question.  

 

Special words:   photo, email, she, your 

1.  Pack a  _______  of mum, dad and  _______  pets.  

2. _______  hugs him and Jack attempts a grin.  

3. Ring mum and dad or  _______  them a note.  

19. Sentences make sense 

Rearrange the words to make a sentence 

 Look for the word with an upper case letter. It is likely to be the first word in a sentence. 

 Look for the word that is followed by a full stop, question mark or exclamation mark. It is 

likely to be the last word in a sentence. 

 Move the remaining words around until the sentence makes sense. 

*Suggestion – write the words on sticky notes so the student can move the words easily. 

1.  and rings his mum.  Miss Talbot   to the sick room   sends Jack 

___________________________________ 

  

___________________________________ 
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2.   to talk to       and do       Find a pal     things with. 

___________________________________

___________________________________ 

3.   from       stop you       It will            feeling bad. 

___________________________________

___________________________________ 
 
20.  Proofreading sentences. Find the errors and write the correct sentence. 

1.  I doo not want to go to camp,” jack sobz. 
                                                        (4 errors: 2 punctuation, 2 spelling) 

___________________________________ 

2.  Jacks mume colects him and asks what the poblem is 
                                                                (5 errors: 2 punctuation, 3 spelling) 

___________________________________ 

3.  “i am OK ” Jack lys 
                                                                       (4 errors: 3 punctuation, 1 spelling)  

___________________________________

___________________________________ 

4.  tips for kombating homesikness: 
 

                                                                      (3 errors: 1 punctuation; 2 spelling) 

___________________________________

___________________________________ 
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21.  Write an email. Think of a day you would like to tell someone about. Make a list of 4 things 

you did on that day in order of events.      
 

            _____________________________________________________________ 

 

       

            _____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

            _____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

            _____________________________________________________________ 

 

             Use this information to write an email to a pal telling them about your day. 

 

 

                    

             From    __________________   (your email address)  

                                 

To…   ____________________   (your pal’s email address) 

 

                               Cc…  ____________________   (another pal’s email address) 

 

Subject:    

 
                  

Dear_____________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

____________________ 
 


